The Connection
Design goals
The Connection
Machine system CM-5, introduced in 1991, wss designed to advance stat~f-th~art in massively parallel processing by providing a productive programming environment, flexible configuration of proeeeaing and storage capacity and 1/0 bandwidth, easy integration into networks, convenient multiuser access, and high reliability and availability.
Except for scalabtity, these features are taken for granted in most computer systems. Scalability has both software and hardware implications. Scalabfity from a software point of view implies that a prgram shall be able to execute without chzmge over a wide range of system sizes and yield correct results within acceptable tolerances.
The efficiency for problem sizes scaling with machine size, shall be independent of the machine size, given a scalable hardware architecture.
Achieving this goal has a significant impact on most software systems, in particular run-time systems and libraries. Hardware scalability requires not only that sufficient pre cessing and storage capacity can be added, but also that the 1/0 capacity and the data motion capacity can be scaled as well. The latter aspect has a fundamental impact on the communication system. An effective multiuser environment requires that both time-sharing and partitioning of nodes into independent sets is supported.
Partitioning allows jobs to run on an apprp riate set of nodes, while tim~haring allows for increased resource utilization.
Tne-sharing a distributed memory system represents a unique challenge in that part of the user state may include messages in route between source and destination.
Any multiuser system must also guarantee security of interference between jobs. High availabtity is critical in a large--scale system. It is not sufficient to design a highly reliable system. Fast detection and ieolation of faults is necessary as well as the abtity to operate a system with some faulty components. High availability also requires that any component failure affects a very limited part of the system and that the rest Permission to copy without fee all or part of this material is granted provided that the copies are not made or distributed for direct commercial advantage, the ACM copyright notice and the title of the publication and its date appear, and notice is givan that copying is by permission of tha Association for Computing of the system can remain in service while faulty parts are being replaced. 
